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introduction

The present work makes available for trie first time ultra-

sonic data for substances near tne critical point. It was unaertaxen

in the hope of adding something to the rather meagre and inexact in-

formation available m this important region. More precise information

not only of the critical state itself, out ol tne region acout it is

especially desirable for its bearing upon the equation of state, for

the better understanding ol the forces between molecules, ana for any

light that may oe shea on the nature of the liquia state, it is thus

seen that the program attempted is larger than tbe collection of data

for use in evaluating tbe ratio of specific heats, a use to which

studies ol sonic velocities bad largely been limited m the past. Tne

results presented here are encouraging beyona anything tnat was expectea

when the study was undertaken.

That the sonic methoa ol investigating thermoaynamic problems

was far superior to most others, has long oeen recognized; however, the

very high theoretical accvuracy of tbe method has only recently been at-

tained. This IS due to the fact that olaer researches employed auaible

sound, of wavelengths of large dimensions, tnereoy necessitating cor-

rections to oe applied for tne effect of the walls ol tne apparatus on

the sound propagation. These corrections were of aubious accuracy at

Dest. With the development of ultrasonic teciinique, it became possible

for the first tiae to use wavelengtns small in comparison to the aimen-

sions of the apparatus ana thereby to eliminate tne necessity for wall

corrections. Likewise it became easy to avoia aiffraction effects oy





having a soiorce of sound large compared to the wavelength. The eluni-

nation of these troublesome el'fects with the corresponaing freedom from

the necessity of applying corrections of uncertain value, has allowed

tne sonic method, Dy the use of Ultrasonic technique, to realize its

innate superiority.

For a gas m the critical region, all txie aoove advantages

hold and some new advantages enter in addition. The value of ultra-

sonic velocity measurement in the critical range avoids one of the

chief difficulties encountered m other methods of studyiiig the criti-

cal state, namely the abnormally large effect of small amounts of im-

purities. investigatioiiS, for example, of the difference m density

Detween the two phases as the critical point is approached are influ-

enced by the presence of small traces oi impurities all out of propor-

tion to the total amoiint of impurity present oecause of the tendency

of tne foreign substance to concentrate itself in one of the phases.

The compressions ano rarefactions of an ultrasonic wave-train loilow

each other so rapidly that there is not much chance for the uripurity

to redistribute itself between them, and its effect is tnerefore

more in proportion to its abundance.

Then, too, since m general the velocity of sound as given

.2 = hj.
I ho

measurement of the velocity of sound gives directlythe value of a de-

rivative rather than a quantity whose derivative must oe estimated.





It follows, then, that for equal accuracy m starting aata, Higher

aerivatives must necessarily Oe more easily and certainly aeterminea

for the case of ultrasonic velocity mei^surements.

Indeed, tne indications are that ultrasonic measurements

have already outstripped the theorist temporarily, and that the our-

den is on theory to catch up with interpretation of the facts pre-

sented by the method.

Apparatus

Tko pressure acoustic interferometers were used. One was

an instrument of the movable piston type, used previously Ciy A. H.

Hodge. It will not be necessary here to recount a description of

this instrument, since it has been described elsewhere (l), (2).

The second pressure interferometer, shown in figure 1, was

of the constant path type, it was turned from a solid bxocic of hot

rolled steel. The top was held on tne chamber oy eight 7/8" bolts

A.S.E. fine thread. LeaK-tight sealing between tne chamber ana top

was accomplished by the standard method of pressing a copper gasKet

under a V-snaped circular projection from the top, when the bolts

were tightened, the copper under the projection flowed enough so

that the gasicet sealed itself. This press\ire unit Wc.s designed to

be safe at 200 atmospheres ana temperatures ranging from -30°G to

150°t, and could probably have been taken up to 300 or 400 atmospneres

without any danger save for an unfortunate circumstance. This mis-

fortune was discovered upon testing the cnamoer at 7000 lbs. per

square inch with hydrostatic Tessure: water leaked througn the
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using the coi-staut path interi'trometer.
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dome of the chamber from two well-defined holes. Later, a third

leak was discovered in the top, serious enough to maKe the gas

pressure arop about 7U pounds m an hour, inasmuch as no change

in dimensions of tne aome coiild oe aetectea by micrometer calipers

during the test up to 7000 pounds per square incn, ana from the

nature ana position of the flaws, it was concluaea that tney were

present originally m the clock from which the cnamoer hau ueen cut.

They were proiaably due to a lapping over of the enas of the ingot

during the rolling ana were present m tne oar when it was bought.

Notwithstanding this misfortune, it was aeemea safe to use the

chamber for low pressures, and it saw use up to pressures of about

lOOO lbs. per square inch.

Tne interferometer unit proper was of fused quartz. The

reflector was a circular aisc cl fusea quartz 1 3/4" m aiameter ana

1/^." thick. Two separators were used interchangeably: both were of

fused quartz, I5" outside diameter and 7/8" inside Qiarceter, out aif-

fered in height. The smaller one was 0.2499 inches highj the larger 's

height was 0.9996" (exactly four times taller), 1/8" slots cut in the

separators at the extremities of a aiameter, ana 1/8" noles oorea into

the reflector allowea iron rods to oe usea as supports for the quartz

unit. .These rods were threaded on ooth ends; the upper ends screwed

into shallow threaded holes m tne top of the chamber, wnile a nut on

the lower ena of each was sufficient to nola up the quartz parts. The

separators were held on the reflector by theforce of gravity alone, so

that no expansion or contraction of the supporting roas couxO change

the relative positions 01 tne interferometer parts.





The upper surface of the separator was gold-plated with a

negligibly thin film oi golQ, ana the crystal .was laid upon this,

both faces of the crystal were lilcewise gola plated, cHid the top

face was coverea oy aii optically fxat disc ol pyrex gxass with its

surface m contact with tne crystal also gola plated, iiilectrical

contact could thus oe made to tne two faces ol tne crystal, in

practice, the Dottom face was usually grounaeo ana tne hign poten-

tial was applied to the upper face oy means of the gola piatea op-

tically flat bacicmg. Tnis dacKing servea anotner purpose, Desiaes

that ot making this contact: since it restea on the crystal, it

was always nearer to it tnan an acoustic quarter wave xength. There-

fore, no radiation from the DacK ol the crystal was alxowed to form

stanaing waves and give thereoy acoustic reactions wnicn would De

confused with the aesired ones formed oetween crystal and reflector.

Two 1/16" holes in tne top or the chamoer servea as gas

inlets or outlets; two more allowea thin tungsten wires to oe lea m

to make electrical contact with the crystal. These wires naa to oe

insulated from the chamber, which insulation was accomplishea Dy en-

closing them in a thin sheath of pyrex glass. The electrcae was maae

leak proof oy leaaing the wire through an amoer cone wnich fittea into

a female conical aepression m the leaa-m pipe. When the cap was

screwed over tne top of the electroOe, this cone was forcea tightly

against tne walls, and collapsed against tne wire, so tnat no gas

could leak out.





Both the gas line and electroae fittings were maae ol' seam-

less steel tubing 1/4" outsiae Qlameter through which ran a nole

1/16" m diameter. Gas-tight contact was maae by forcing a male cone

on the end oi the tubing into a female cone m the top of the pressure

chamber oy the force of a gland nut on a shoulder on the tubing. This

method is, of course, the standard metal to metax seal.

The pressure was measurea oy an Ashcroft-American gauge

wnich had previously been tested at the Bureau of Standards and founa

accurate to within 0.5 percent over its entire range (i) , The gauge

was placea in the line oetween the gas tank anu the interferometer,

and a needle valve was so arranged that the line coiild be closed,

having the gauge open to the iiiterferometer out ciosed to the gas sup-

ply.

A standard method was used to drive the quartz crystal. It

was placed in parallel with the conaensor oi a resonant Lo circuit

which picked u^j oscillations from a Dow electron coupled oscillator.

The current in the resonant circuit was measured by inserting a vac-

uum thermocouple and feeding the resultant emf . across a type R( L and a)

galvanometer. The frequency of the oscillator was checked Dy using as

stanaard the carrier waves of local broadcast stations. These stations

are required oy law to remain within 50 cycles oi their assigned fre-

quency and so afford a convenient frequency stanaara of sufficient

accuracy. The station was received on a tunea RF type receiving set

and beat against tne fundamental or overtones ol the oscillator. This

beat note was then matchea to zero beat with a standara electrically





ariven tuning foric. Two such matches were oDtaixiea, one lor an

oscij-iator frequency higher tnan the station carrier wave oy an

amount equal to the frequency of the foric, the other for a fre-

quency lower tnan the carrier wave oy the same amount. The mean

reading of the oscillator condenser between these two matches was

tajcen as the setting which would give exact corresponuence (zero

beat) between osci.iator and station, wext, the frequency of the

oscillator at euch setting was taicen roughly oy a General Radio

wave meter. This allowed one to aeciae whicn overtone of tne os-

cillator had given tne beat, ana tne frequency of the setting

could thus oe aeterminea with an accuracy far surpassiiig tne accu-

racy of other measurements (as, of pressure) which entered into the

readings.

The interferometer auring use was icept at a constant tem-

perature in a thermostat filled witn transformer oil. This was an

iron tani 15" x 15" ana l2" aeep with a araix. pipe in the bottom

to facilitate the removal of oil when that was aesirable. It was

surrounded on all sides except tne top oy a two-inch layer of glass

wool, A nietal stirringpaddle kept the oil in the oath well stirred,

so that at the temperatiires used there was nowhere aetectable in the

bath a difference greater tnan + .Ol°o irom the temperature at the

interferometer. Heat was suppliea oy several electric lignt Dulbs

dipping into the oil. Copper coils allowed the circulation of cool

water from the tapj or by means of a small centrifugal pump, ice water

could be fed through the coils. The temperatiire was automatically





maintalnea at a cnosen point by means of a mercury tnermal regu-

lator which operated a relay to turn oil' or on tne heating bulbs.

Temperature regulation was always obtainea oy thus balancing the

heat irom the duIDs against the cooling which resulted irom the

circulation of cold water, or from radiation losses to the room

when the bath was aoove room temperattire. A 50° thermometer grad-

uated in 0,1° wnich allowed estimations to U.Ol° was used to de-

termine the temperatures. This thermometer was checked at 20°G

against a thermometer calibrated oy the bureau oi Standards and

was found to read less than ,05 too hign. in wnat follows, this

correction has oeen disregarded.

Temperature readings were taKen frequently, and if for

any reason the oath temperature was olf by more tnan + ,05 tne

condition was corrected ana siifficient time allowed for the estab-

lishment of tnermai equilibrium, Uf course, tne importance of

strict temperature control varied with the region in whicn the gas

was used! at the critical point accurate control was highly import-

ant, and every effort was made to jteep conditions as constant as

possible. Temperature readings were taiceu always with the thermometer

m contact with the interferometer,

Tne carbon dioxide was obtained from a commercial "oone-dry"

tanK, reputedly 99,5 percent pure, i"Jo attempt was maue to purify tne

gas further, except tnat tne valve was opened aua tne first pound or

so of gas was blown off into tne atmosphere, it was then tested for





water vapor oy flowing a KiiOwn voliame of the gas as aeterminea by

a flowmeter through an aosorption tube filiea witn "i^ehyarite"

(magnesium perciilorate trihyarate). The caroon aioxide was found

to contain slightly less than 0.09 percent water vapor.

The ethylene was of the comir.ercial "anaesthesia" grade,

at least 99.5 percent pure and probably 99.7 percent pure, since

at the time that tne cylinaer was Dought, the purity of tne gas

was higher than the raedicax tolerance, impurities wo\i-i.d be chiefly

carbon dioxide and water vapor, ana it was attempted to get rid of

them in the following way: The ethylene cyxinaer was surrounded with

cracked ice and saxt, and allowed to cool for several nours. The

valve was tnen openea and tne gas allowed to blow off until a pound

or so of pressure haa been spent. The valve was then closea and the

remainder of the gas used. No attempt was maae to analyze it.

Since the pressure Qeliverea oy the taliKs at room tempera-

tures was usually oelow that desired, recourse was had to the follow-

ing methoa to octain higher pressures: Tne oath was coolea some ten

degrees or more below room temperature ana tne pressure chamoer and

gas cylinder opened to eacn other. This caused the gas to enter tne

interferometer ana perhaps liquify. Ai'ter a sufficient time, dictated

by experience, the interferometer was closed off from the rcst of the

system oy the needle valve at the pressure gauge, ana the oath temper-

ature raised. In this maimer, pressures up to 1500 pounds per square

inch (the limit of the gauge) could easily be reached.
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AppearaaCb ol' a reaction pe&K at ^j a truospheres snowing
structure introauceci oy overlapping of neighooring crevasses.

Tnis peaic was clean axia syirm-etrical at lower pressures. Use

of such peaics was avoiGea wherever possibxe.
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The theory of the acoustic interferometer has oeen given in

great aetaii Dy riuDoara (3), so that it wiix oe unnecessary here to

give more than a brief statement of what occurs in using the instru-

ment: VKnen an alternating potential is applied across tne faces of

the quartz crystal, tr^e crystal unaergoes aistortion witn a frequency

equal to that of the applied eiectric fiexd. The crystal, upon under-

going this distortion, aevexops (by the converse piezoexectric effect)

charges on its faces opposite to those causing the distortion, so

that a vibrating crystal may be regarded as a source of back electro-

motive force. The magnituae of tuis oack emf . aepenas on tne ampli-

tude of tne vibration, wnich is usually very small. However, if tne

frequency of the ariving oscillator coincides with a natural frequency

in the quartz crystal, the amplitude increases to comparatively high

val\ies and the oack electromotive force increases greatly. Tne cur-

rent in the ariving circuit arops to a low value, wriicn arop is Known

as a crevasss. The aepth of tiiis crevasse cnanges whenever tne ampli-

tude of the crystal changes; the greater tne aamping of the crystal,

the higher is tne crevasse. (Analogous statements are, tnat the bacic

emf. is smaller; or, that the current in the resonant driving circuit

has a higher vaiuej,

oonsiaer now a fluid column coupled to the crystal and termi-

nated by a solid reflecting wall. If the distance between the crystal

and reflector oe an integral number of half wavelengths, standing

waves will be formea Dy the souna emittea or refiectea from the source

and that reflected from the reflector. Tnis condition corresponds
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to a maximiim of transfer of energy Irom the crystal to tne fluia

and gives maximum dampiiig of the crystal, wherefore the oottom of

the crevasse is higher than it would De were the distance unfavor-

able for standing waves.

if the reflector be moved DacKwara or forward this condi-

tion of resonance will be destroyed and the crevasse bottom will

fall until tne reflector reaches another distance from the crystal

corresponding to (
— \ v, when the crevasse bottom will rise again,

Tne current m tne resonant circuit wixi thus increase snarpiy to a

maximum at positions of the reflector corresponding to naif wave-

length sepiiration. dj measuring tne distance through wnicn tne re-

flector IS moved, the wavelength is determinea, aad if the frequency

is also known, the velocity can oe caxculated. This is tne basis

for tne piston - (movable reflector-) type interferometric measure-

ments.

The working of the constant path interferometer may be

described as follows:

After steuiding waves have oeen set up in the fluid column

between source and reflector, suppose that tne wavelength of sound

in the fluid be altered, as by changing tne pressure, it is clear

that as the pressure change progresses, the stanaing wave system

will soon disappear, ana likewise the resonant circuit current will

drop. Continued change in pressure eventually causes the wavelength

to alter enough so that now one more or one less half wave fits into





x2

the distance oetween crystal and refxector. This again causes

the resonant circuit current to rise; at its maximum value the

standing waves are completely restored, ay noting the pressures

at which these maxima occur, the velocity of sound may be calcul-

ated at that pressure trom a Knowledge oi tne wavelength, which may

De oDtainea if tne number of half waves fitting into tne source to

reflector distance is knoft-n.

To aetermine this numoer of haif waves, it is necessary

to Icnow the velocity of souna at some one pressure from inaepsnaent

data, which allows of the calculation of the numoer at that poixit.

The numoer at any otner pressure can then be arrivea at oy counting

the number of reaction peaKS from tne Known "reference" pressure to

the pressure at which it is desirea to determine the velocity, since

each peaK corresponds to the appearance or aisappearance of a haif

wave. It should oe noted, since the reference velocity serves only

to indicate the numoer of noaes in the interferometric distance, that

the accuracy of the measurements ootainea is in no wise limited by

the accuracy with wnich the reference velocity is knovra, providea that

this be not grossly in error. A simple example will make this Clear:

suppose tnat at one reaction peak maximum, calculation from inaepend-

ent data were to show 62.07 noaes in the distance, buch a number is

impossible, for a reaction peaK maximum corresponds to an integral

number of half waves. The true number would be considered as 62.0 and

the fraction, ascribea to error in the inaependent aata, would be

dropped, ay tnis procedtire the error in the auxiliary aata is aato-

matically ruled out.
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Velocity of sound in carbori dioxiae vs. pressure
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It was round experimentally m this laDoratory that Douna-

ary losses ol a dissipative nature occur on refxection. The tneory

Dased upon this effect by K, F. Herzlexa {U) shows tnat, upon refxec-

tioi at a gas oounaary, a sound wave undergoes a sraail change ol phase

and of amplitude because of dissipative energy loss. This results

in an effective increase in patn length ol tne acoustic interferometer

which introduces a slight inaccuracy in the velocity determination,

•'•t is possible to eliminate this Dy using two different path lengtns;

however in the present work, the inaccuracy was so small as compared

to other sources of error tnat it was disregarded.

Procedure

a) With the piston type interferometer

After the gas had been brought up to the desired pressure

and the bath was at tne correct temperature, about an hour was al-

lowed for tnermal equilibrium to be estaolished. Meanwhile, the

oscillator was turned on, and an equal length of tiiie allowed for

it to stabilize itself, tjometime during the run, either at the oe-

ginning or end, or Dotn, a cneck was made on tne frequency of the

oscillator. The frequencies obtained from day to day all fell within

an extreme of 500 cycles of one another and usually were different by-

less tnan 200 cycles.

When everything was ready, the oscillator was set on a cre-

vasse and the condenser m the resonant circuit was adjusted so as

to make tnis crevasse as symmetrical as possiole. This adjustment
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was sometimes futile, as wiii De expxamea later. Tne piston was

then reaa at tnree settings near tne crystal, ana three farther out

by ten to twenty wavelengths. These six readings were sufficient to

give wavelength vaxues agreeing with each other to 0.00002 cm (one

part m 3000) m the best cases. At other times the agreement was

not so good, due to matters to be discussed later. The pressure was

then reduced to another desired point, time was ailowea for the re-

establishment of equilibrium, the crevasse adjustments were remaae,

and another set of piston readings taken.

b) With the constant path interferometer

The pressure was Drought up and equilibrium established as

before. A suitable crevasse was found, ana adjustments were maae

for symmetry. The gas was tnen allowed to leajc out very slowly,

while by siicultaneous aajustments of resonant conaensor ana the ver-

nier condenser of tne osci_±ator, tne crevasse was Kept symmetrical

and its Dottom followed, bimuitaneous reaaings were then taicen of

the current in the resonant circuit (as followed by tne galvanometer),

of the pressure, and of the vernier oscillator condenser. The peajts

in the resonant circuit current inaicatea pressures at wnich the

standing wave system was establishea.

To determine whetner tne veiocity was increasing or decreas-

ing, recoiu'se can oe naa to one oi two methods: if the current De

plottea against the pressure, the spacing oi the peaxs will show in

which airection the velocity tends: a closer spacing of peajcs towaras

higher pressures means that the velocity is decreasing (i.e. the

number of peaks is increasing as pressure increases).
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Another methoa of arriving at the same conclusion is to

plot the vernier conaenser readings against pressure along with

the current-pressure plot. The capacity-pressure plot has tne na-

ture of a dispersion curve ana mirrors a very smaix frequency change

of the quartz crystal, if the velocity is decreasing, the maxima

in the capacity-pressure plot will lag the resonance peaxs; if

velocity is increasing, these maxima will lead the peak.

One of the first things which oecame apparent as worK pro-

gressed was tne behavior — or, almost, misoehavior — of the quartz

crystals under pressure. The crevasse frequency shifts slightly, as

the pressure increases, out tnis is generally a slight matter, amoiint-

ing to about $00 cycles in going from l to lOU atmospheres. Ooncur-

rent with this is tne more serious matter: The crevasse grows Droaa

and shallow, and is overlapped oy neighooring crevasses. This has

the effect of broadening the reaction peaic and introducing structure

into it. This were still not so bad for velocity measurements

(tnough fatal for absorption of sound measurements), except that

since the various parts ol the structure correspond to slightly aif-

ferent frequencies, their relative position changes in a degree de-

pending on how far apart in frequency they originally were. It is

this which was one of tne chief causes of inaccuracy mentionea before.

Its seriousness was overcome by using the crevasses whicn icept to a

fair degree their simplicity over the entire patn of the piston j or

failing that, using a crevasse which was good over some range, ana
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then shifting to another which was gooa over the next range of

pressure investigatea. .'

,

The figiires snow what Oecomes of a sharp clean reaction

peak at low pressures (i-iO atm.) when the pressure is increased

to 50 or 60 atmospheres.

in tne higher range 01 pressures, the crevasse often

vanishes completely, srna then the interferometer gives the liquid

type of reaction (t»,7). This consists 01 tne appearance of a

sharp dip in the resonant current circuit at reflector settings

{-^^—-

—

\X; the current at other settings of the reflector main-

tains a steady high value. The appearance of this aip reaction

depends on the radiation resistance of tne fluid, ana on the coup-

ling between fluid ana the particular mode of vibration causing the

crevasse. The dips usually show as oad structure as the peaKS, al-

though dips can be foiind which are as reliaole as tne Dest of peaics.

The velocities reported were tajcen with one of the two Kinas of re-

actions, depending on which gave the most consistent values for

wavelength in the working range.

Results

The velocity of sound m 0O2 and ethylene was taicen as the

gas foliowea a pressure-volume isothermal. The values are recoraea

in the accompanying tables, and the figures illustrate the same aata,

As is well Known, oUo exhibits molecular dispersion of

sonic velocity m a range 01 frequencies which includes tnose used
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for this investigation, and tnat accompanying this aispersion is

a high absorption or sound. Lest tne trena ot the velocity-pres-

sure curves be wrongly attrioutea to tnis et'lect, it must De

pointed out that this is not the case. The aispersion is intim-

ately connected with the number of collisions of fluid molecules

necessary for equilibrium of energy to De estaolished oetween

translation and the inner degrees of freeaom: some time t will

be necessary on the average for a molecule to make a suificient

number of collisions for such excitation to occur, wow if the

sound pulse passes in a time larger tnan t (low Irequencyj , then

equilibrium will always obtain; if the passage occurs in a time

smaller than t (high frequency), again equ iibrium will obtain,

except that m this latter case the inner degrees of freeaoin will

fail to be excited, ana the fluia will Dehave as though it had a

higher rati of specific heats, between these two extremes there

will be a gradual transition from the lower to the higher velocity

accompanied by an anomalously large absorption of sound. Now, if

tne pressure be increasea, the number of collisions per unit time

will be increased, ana t will oe aecreasea. This means that a

frequency which was too fast at low pressures, fiiias itself becom-

ing effectively slower, i.e. the increased pressure allows the gas

to attain energy equilitrium m a shorter tune ana to look on the

once fast frequency as a slow one. For C0„, this conaition was

realized wnen a pressure of about ten atmospheres was attained,

above this pressure no high absorption aue to molecular dispersion

ol souna was noticea.
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A further point is that ethyiene, a non-aispersive gas,

showed the same vexocity-pressure trena as aia GO ana, if argument

by analogy be permittea here, this furnishes aaaiticnai evidence

that whatever the cause of the trend, molecular dispersion can oe

rilled out.

Furthermore, ratios of specific neats determined irom

Hodge's (2) velocity measurements in CO^ at *t5°t ana from one to 60

atmospheres checK excellently with the few values found by static, yn^fh^Jis

When the general tenor of the velocity-versus-pressure

curves haa been determined, an attempt was made to find out m more

detail the structure of the curves at the minimum. On tne condensed

scale on which they are drawn, the minima, at least for tne lower

temperatures, look very sharp, as tnougn there were a discontinuity

in slope.

The 38° velocity-isothermal was first investigated, it must

be remarked that the apparatus did not lend itself too well to such

close investigation due to the difficulty in reading tne small pres-

sure differences on the gauge, wevertheless it appeared that tne

38° curvfc wa" continuous in slope through the minimum.

Since a discontinuity was to oe expected at some temperature

not too high aoove the critical temperature according to the theory

of Mayer and Harrison (5), tne nature of the minimum at 32.2 L was in-

vestigated. An attempt was first maae to effect small changes in

decreasing pressure oy flowing out measured volumes of gas. The gas

was collected oy displacing oil from a graduated cylinder; about lOO cc
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was removea, a velocity reading taxen, ana tne process repeatea. It

was noped in tnis way to ootain a curve the points ol wr.ich wouia oe

consistent with each other, and not depend upon observational error

attendant ujon deciding what was the gauge pressure. The ordinate

was velocity, the volume flowed out was the abscissa. This abscissa

was of course a very unusual one, ana made it a severe test inaeed to

detect any discontinuity, since the scale became widely expanded just

in the interesting region and thereby had a tendency to masK any dis-

continuity which might oe there. In fact, the curve so obtained was

such as to allow one to read in a discontinuity or to r^ile it out,

depending on the prejudice or the judge. However, during the run,

pressure readings had been taken from time to time wnich, while sub-

ject to gauge errors, were consistent with one another, ana a plot oi

velocity vs. this carefully determined pressure could be maae. As may

be seen from the figure, the curve so obtained had a discontinuity in

slope at the "gaseous" side, and a continuous slope on tne "liquid"

side.

Velocities below the critical temperature show discontinuities

in slope for that pressure at which liquifacti.n set in, it may be

expected that these curves shouia show also an actual discontinuity in

velocity at the liquifaction pressure j however, this discontinuity was

not observed experimentally, it seemed tnat velocity readings could

oe taicen as close as aesired to the minimum on either side and still

yield a curve not discontinuous in itself, but discontinuous in the

first derivative.
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Wniie the velocities reportea are self consistent, except at

the minimuir of the velocity-pressure ciirve through the critical

point, to + 0.05 percent, tneir absolute accuracy, because of limita-

tions of the gauge, was +0.5 percent. Just at the critical point ol

both gases investigated, the reaction peaKs showea a striKing unsteaai-

ness, giving evidence of a state of confusion in the gas in the inter-

ferometer cnamber. This was aoubtless proaucea oy the well icnown aen-

aity fluctuations wnich occur in a gas at the critical point, in au-

dition, ethylene at its critical point showea a high scattering of

sound, maiciiig it impossible to obtain any evidence of the sound field

at distances from the crystal of more than five or six wavelen{r,ths.

it is obvious from this, tiriat the error m the velocities

just at tne critical point is larger than tne +0.5 percent error as-

cribed to the rest of the reaaings. For car con aioxiae at the criti-

cal point, the error is + 2.0 percent; for ethylene at the critical

point, the error is +3.5 percent. This region of larger error extends

about one quarter atmosphere on either sioe of the minimum in each case.
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Uarbon dioxide. Temperature, 28.0 (J

Frequency
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Carbon dioxide, ^femperature , 51.0°t

Frequency
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CarDon dioxiae. Temperature, 38.0 C

Frequency
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Ethylene
Temperature 9.7°G

Frequency - 27A.-L kiiocycj.es

Velocity
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Tne minima of souna velocity occur at temperatures and

pressures which beiow the critical point, as wouxU oe expected,

fai.x on tne p,t equiiiDriuir. curvc of iiuuid-v&por. i^oove the

critical point tne temperatures ana pressures of tne soiJind

velocity ciniaia form a natural continuation of tne same curve,

as preaictea from thermodynamics oy EucKen.(S}. I'nis becomes

evident on inspection of the figure. Interest in tnis subject

nas been greatly ennanced oy the recent v/ork of Professor J . £-.

:nayer and his stuaents (9), wxio have approacned it from the

point of view of statistical mechanics. The figure snows two

isotherms of tne ratio of specific neats of bU, calculatea irom

tne values cf sound velocity a;;a the pv aata of Amag,at. (lO) . Tnese

are incxudea as an illustr;ition of the marKea deviations of such

quantities at tne critical point ana near it.
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D^iring a run, attempts were often made to ootain aata for

absorption ana reflection coefficients. Tnese attempts were usually

frustrated by the bad structure of the reaction peaKS already dis-

cussed. However, tnree sets ol data were oDtained which showed suf-

ficient consistency to warrant use, Tne information wa^:, oDtfcliied

for carbon dioxide and is snown m the table. The values given for

the aosorption and reflection coefficients are probably correct to

^ 20 percent.

A IS defined by A = [J./X,2 where [i. is the classical acoustic

absorption coefficient given by i = 1 e "^
. "^ is the intensity

coefficient of reflection.

Temperat\ire Pressure if'requency A 'y' ^

24..5°U 5A.4. atm. -iV/V.b kc .022 .79

38.0°U 53.9 27A.6 .0032 .96

38.0°G A3.1 274.6 .0049 .96

The author wishes to express his thanxs to Professor J. 0.

Hubbard, under wnose direction the work was done, for interest and

advice during the whole progress oi tne proolem, to r'rofessor A. H.

!pfund for extremely valuable suggestions regarding tne presentation

of the results, and to Professor «J . E. Mayer for many helpful dis-

cussions.
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